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Friedrich Feyrter (1895—1973)

Dedicated to Mrs. Josefine Feyrter whose lifelong support and technical skill immensely contributed to Friedrich Feyrter’s magnificent work.

Preface

The First International Meeting on Interdisciplinary Neuroendocrinology in Graz was dedicated to my teacher Friedrich Feyrter. It is my agreeable obligation to commemorate this ingenious Austrian discoverer of the diffuse endocrine clear cell system which he detected in gut, pancreas and other organs. It was Feyrter's manner to observe with his simple microscope most exactly, then to ponder and finally to draw his conclusions with perfectly clear logic. Born in Vienna, professor of pathology in Danzig, Graz and Göttingen, he preceded the scientific knowledge of his time by almost half a century. He was sovereignly leading in his field although he had to work without the impressive present methods. Then, the medical world did not remark the value of his studies and only his own teacher Schaffer and the famous Aschoff recognized his theory of the diffuse endocrine clear cell system. They and few others like C. Coronini and A. Sturm who founded in 1950 the Acta neurovegetativa, accepted the concepts of endocrinia (= haemocrinia), paracrinia and neurocrinia. Feyrter already conceived the neuroendocrinum with his discovery of the close topographic relation between subepithelial endocrine cells and nerves, e.g. in the bronchus of new-borns where in 1981 Bloom and Polak found bombesin cells, and with his confirmation of Masson’s ‘appendicite neurogène’. His description of the endocrine-nervous enteropathy in patients with ‘appendicite neurogène’ proves the broad medical context of his work. Feyrter's scientific results and his theories have been collected in his main oeuvres: Pathologie der vegetativen nervösen Peripherie (1951), Über die peripheren endokrinen (parakrinen) Drüsen des Menschen (1953) and Über die Pathologie peripherer vegetativer Regulationen (1966). He fully reviewed this topic in Kaufmann’s Lehrbuch der speziellen pathologischen Anatomie (1969). His books never have been translated into English nor taken into consideration in the English literature.

It was many years later that A. G.E. Pearse - first without knowledge of Feyrter's work — was able to confirm the ideas of Feyrter. Soon, immunohistochemical and ultrastructural findings were reported by several groups. After the first silent morphological revolution by Feyrter, Pearse...
kindled a vast second international explosion of physiological and biochemical knowledge. With his amine precursor uptake and decarboxylation (APUD) concept he united the diffuse endocrine clear cell system with the neuropeptidergic system to the new neuroendocrinum.

The detection of different peptides in the brain, for instance by the school of Hökfelt and the neuroanatomic school of Bargmann, was the basis for recent topochemical findings which push forward even into psychiatric problems. The peptidergic regulatory system attached to the autonomic sympathetic and parasympathetic systems has expanded the vegetative nervous system and brings huge consequences for practical medicine, e.g. in the large field of psychosomatic complaints.

It was the aim and the task of the First International Meeting on Interdisciplinary Neuroendocrinology to review basic results and to elucidate new findings from many sides mediating the knowledge to medical practitioners. Future progress shall very much depend upon an intensive cooperation between theory and medical practice.

Max Ratzenhofer
President of the Meeting